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The following uniqueness theorem is proved: Let E be a reflection in the C*- 
algebra d (i.e., s* = 1). If E = pp is the polar decomposition of E (n > 0, p unitary), 
then p is the only unitary reflection in ti satisfying: for every self-adjoint projection 
p that commutes with E, 
(i) p commutes with p, 
(ii) the “reduction” ppp, of p to the C*-algebra p&p, minimizes the distance 
from the reduction pep of E to p&p to the set of unitary reflections in p&p. % 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is a known result, see [FH], [Ri], [Ro], that if a is, say an invertible 
element in a C*-algebra & and if a = /ILI is its polar decomposition, where 
/I is positive and u is unitary, then u minimizes the distance from a to the 
set B of unitary elements in d (see Proposition 1 below). However, such 
a “minimizing” u is far from being unique. In this paper we study unique- 
ness in a particular case. Call E E d a reflection if s2 = 1. Consider a fixed 
reelection E and write P, for the set of self-adjoint projections p E d such 
that p commutes with E. For each p E P, call SZ$ the C*-algebra J$ = p&p. 
For a E d, call pap, the reduction of a to J$. We prove the following: 
THEOREM. If E = pp is the polar decomposition of the reflection E, where 
p is positive and p is unitary, then p is the only unitary reflection in & which 
satisfies: for any self-adjoint projection p E xl that commutes with E, 
(i) p commutes with p, 
(ii) the reduction of p to J$ minimizes the distance from the reduction 
of E to SZ$ to the set of unitary reflections of a$. 
In [CPR-21 it is shown that when S? is an algebra of operators in a 
Hilbert space Z and (E + 1)/2 has rank 1, p is the only minimizing unitary 
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reflection such that (p + 1)/2 has rank 1. In this case, it can be checked that 
conditions (i) and (ii) are verified. A finite dimensional version of the 
uniqueness theorem can be found below under Commentaries. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Proposition 1 and Lemma 2 are presented below, for these are used to 
prove the main theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E E & be an invertible element and let E = up be the 
polar decomposition of E (u > 0 and p unitary). Then the distance from E to 
the set of unitary elements of d is equal to the distance from E to p. 
Proof Let [A’, A] be the smallest interval that contains the spectrum of 
p. Observe that ll,~ll = 3, and llpL-‘il = l/n’. On the other hand, 11&-pll = 
IJ~p-pI(=II~-ZII=max{I~“-lI, ll-,?‘I}. Let 6~d be unitary; then 
II&-~11 = IIPP-41 = llP--P-‘II 3 I IMI - lI6P-‘II I 
= IA- 11, i.e., lie-611 2 IA- II. (1) 
Furthermore, 
(l/A’) IlP-6Pp’ll = IIcc+ll IIp--P-‘II 3 l/~-l~-K1 ~pplll 
=llp6-‘-~-~ll>/IIIp6-‘11-II~-‘lII=l1-1/~’1. 
It follows that )(p - 6p-‘II >, 2’ 11 - l/A’\ = (1 - I.‘j. Hence, 
IlE-611 211 -I.‘(. (2) 
From (1) and (2) we get 11~--611 >max{IA- II, 11 -A’I} = Ila-pll. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let Y? be a Hilbert space and p be a positive element of 
L(X). Let [l/n, 1-1 be a closed interval that contains Spec(p). For 
a E [I/A, A] and a > 0 small enough, let J be an interval of length <u that 
contains a. Let p = E, be the self-adjoint projection associated with J via the 
spectral decomposition of u. Suppose that v is unitary in L(s?), such that 
Ilpp-pll = Ilpp-opll and let M=@. Then Ilop-pll GM,,&. 
Proof First note that I(pp -apl( <a, which follows from the spectral 
decomposition of p, 
llpp-apll d s (A-a)X.,dE <j Ial IdEl =a. 
II II 
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Next we claim that (lop-apj( < (1 -a[ +2a. 
To see this, note that 
Hence, 
Ilop-Ml = lip-PJ,II = IIP-v+v-dl 
d IIP-VII + llv-Wll G 11 -al +a. (1) 
lb-vll= llv-w++W--aPIt 
6 Ilop-wll + llw-vll G II-4 +2~ 
Next we shall show that for any UE X with Ilull = 1, 
(2) 
IIP(U)-w(u)ll GM&. (3) 
If p = 0 then (3) is obvious. 
Assume now that p # 0. To show (3) it is enough to consider the case 
llull = 1 with p(u) = u. Write u(u) = tu + w with w orthogonal to u in 2 and 
t E C. Recall that u is unitary, then ItI < 1, and llwll = Jm. 
From (2) we know that 
I/up-apll d 11 -al +2a. 
It follows that (I to - au + ~11’ G (I 1 - al + 2~)‘; then 
It-a12+1-Jt~2</1-a~2+4a2+2aIl-aJ. 
Hence, 
Cancelling out, one obtains 
> 
G Re(t) < 1; 
therefore, 
O<Re(l -t)< f (2a+ I1 -al). 
0 
(4) 
On the other hand 
From (4) and (5) we get 
Ilo(ul12G2 i (2c(+ I1 -al), 
0 
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but (a/a)(2a + 11 -al)< (a/a) for a small enough; then Ilo( VI/’ 6 
2(a/a)<M2a and Ilo(VII GM&, as desired. 1 
THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We shall prove the following equivalent version of the uniqueness 
theorem: 
THEOREM. Let E ES? be a reflection (E’ = 1) and E = pp be its polar 
decomposition (p > 0 and p unitary). Then p is the only unitary reflection in 
& which satisfies the following properties: for any self-adjoint projection 
p E d that commutes with E, 
(i) p commutes with p, 
(ii) Ilppp-pp~pll < IIp6p- p&pII, for any unitary 6 that commutes 
with p. 
Note. The theorem is still true if the hypothesis that p commutes with 
p is omitted. For simplicity we shall prove the version mentioned above. 
Proof. By construction p is unitary. In [CPR-21 it is shown that p is 
a reflection; then p is a unitary reflection. 
Part (i) follows from the fact that for a self-adjoint projection p, the 
set C,= (xE& I xp=px} is a *-closed subalgebra of d, therefore C, 
contains 1 and p. 
For part (ii), let 6 be unitary in C, and let q = 1 - p. Let E’ = p&p + q, 
p’ = ppp + q, and 6’ = p6p + q. Then 
/IPEP-PPPII 6 IIP&P-P~Pil if and only if /I&‘-~‘(1 6 I[.$- 6’11. 
Using the fact that E, p, and 6 are in C,, it can be easily verified that E’ is 
a reflection, p’ is the unitary part of its polar decomposition, and 6’ is 
unitary. The result follows from Proposition 1. 
Now let p’ be a unitary reflection satisfying (i) and (ii) in the theorem. 
We show that p’= p, For this, we use the following claim. 
CLAIM. Given a > 0, there is y > 0 such that if I is an interval of length 
I(Z) less than y and p = E, is the self-adjoint projection associated with Z (via 
the spectral decomposition for p [R, p. 309]), then llp’pp - pII < a. 
From the claim, applying p we get II pp’pp - pII < a. Then, by covering 
the spectrum of p with a finite collection of pairwise disjoint intervals of 
length less than 6, we get IIp’p - 1 II <a, hence lip’- pJI <a. Since a is 
arbitrary, it follows that p’ = p, which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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Proof of Claim. We will use the following fact, which can be derived 
from the Spectral Theorem (see [R, p. 3061): Let p = E,, b7 be the self- 
adjoint projection associated to the interval [a, b] (via the spectral decom- 
position for p). Then ppp = E Cllb,llul (we will set p = ppp). From this fact 
we conclude: 
(a) If P = EI1,,,+ then p = p. Hence E is in C,. 
(b) If p = EJ with J an interval contained in (1, 21, then pp = pp = 0. 
In this case, p + p is a self-adjoint projection that commutes with p, hence 
with E. 
Choose y < min{a/(a + 4) a2/2i3}. Let I= [l/( 1 + m/4), 1 + x/4]; then 
I(Z) < LX/~. Let p = E,. Since EE C,, then by hypothesis (ii), llw- p/I = 
IIPP - P’PPII, but Ilw - PII d 42, hence 
Ib’w - PII = Ib’w - PLP + PP - PII 6 242 = a. 
If J is any interval with Jc I and I(J) < y, let p’ = E,. It follows that 
IWw’-~‘11 = IIWP- l)~‘ll G IIWP- l)d = ~IP’PP-PII <a. 
Now let J’ be any interval contained in [l/n, A] with 1(J) < y, but not 
contained in I. Then J’ L (1, A] or J’ G [l/n, 1). Let p = E,,. By (b), p + @ 
commutes with E. Let us assume that J’ E (1,1]. Let 2, = IIppl] = 
max {J’ n Spec(p)}; then ;IP B 1. Hence 
IIPL(P+P)-(P+P)II =maxfllw-PII, IIM-PII) 
By hypothesis, 
=max{A,- 1,1 -(l/i,)} =;IP- 1. (1) 
lIAP+P)-(P+P)lI = IMP+P)-P’P(P+P)ll. (2) 
Also IIPL(P+P)-P’P(P+P)II b IIM-P’PPII 3 I Ilwll- IIP’PPII a &- 1. 
Using (2) and (l), we get lI~-p’ppJJ=~~-l= IIw-pII. Then by 
Lemma 2, we get I/p - p’ppl) d M J < a. 
The case J’c [l/n, 1) leads to 11~~7 - PIi = IlW -p’pp)l, hence 
Il~-‘p-~pIl = 11~~‘p-pp>p(I. Applying Lemma2 to p-i and noting that 
p=E,,, for p” and that /(l/Z) < i’y, we get lip---pp’p(I <IV,? &<a. 
Hence IIP’PP - P’PPP’PII = IIP’PP - PII < a. 
This ends the proof of the claim. m 
COMMENTARIES 
The uniqueness theorem, in its linite dimensional version, asserts the 
following: any reflection E of C” can be written in a canonical form (with 
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respect to an orthonormal basis) with some 2 x 2 matrices Ai’s, some 
identity matrices I+, I-, and zero in any other entry, 
where each Ai has the form 
Ai= 
with Ai> 1. In this case it follows that p (the unitary part) is 
B 
* . 
p= ‘B 
i i 
f with B= 
r+ 
-z- 
and this p is the only unitary matrix which has a decomposition like E. For 
each block, the distance is the minimum possible. 
In general, p is not the only unitary reflection that minimizes the 
distance to the reflection E. In the following example we will study the 
minimizing set, i.e., the subset of unitary elements of ~4 with minimum 
distance to E. 
EXAMPLE. Take 2 = R4 with the standard inner product. Let F = pp be 
a reflection and its polar decomposition, which (in 2 x 2 blocks) are written 
(in some orthonormal basis of 2) as 
and 0 = 
It can be checked that IIF - pII = 1. Consider now, for any q E R, the 
unitary element pq in .fl given in blocks by 
with U, = 
-sin(q) 
wcp 1 
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Observe that p0 = p. It can be checked that for rp E I= [ -9,8] (for 9 
small), (~E-P,+,P(( = 1. In this example it can be shown that the minimizing 
set is a closed interval in the parameter cp. 
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